The Johannesburg negotiated bus rapid transit contract: How has it benefitted the stakeholders?

Background: In 2009 and 2013, the Transport Department, City of Johannesburg, negotiated with taxi operators and introduced the bus rapid transit (BRT) initiative on two routes. The protracted negotiations culminated into the displacement of approximately 900 minibuses on the two routes replaced by the BRT system. The mechanism used was to negotiate with the minibus taxi operators and compensate them for surrendering their vehicles that gave way for the BRT buses.

Objectives: The objective of this article is to ascertain how the City of Johannesburg, taxi operators and drivers benefitted from the implementation of the BRT system.

Method: A mixed-methods research paradigm was used. Quantitative data were collected from operators and drivers on how their skills and welfare have changed as a result of the implementation of the BRT initiative. Unstructured questionnaires were used to obtain qualitative data from the Transport Department, City of Johannesburg, and from nine taxi associations' representatives.

Results: The results revealed that there were considerable benefits that accrued to the former taxi operators as well as drivers. Former minibus taxi operators and drivers’ welfare have improved. They have also gained knowledge and skills in operating the formal public transport system. The benefits were, however, at the expense of the City of Johannesburg.

Conclusion: Notwithstanding taxi operators’ reservations, their participation was beneficial. The study focused solely on the benefits to the key stakeholders of the negotiated contract without addressing costs that have contributed to those benefits. Future research needs to undertake a comprehensive study that addresses both costs and benefits to determine whether these benefits are not at the expense of exorbitant costs.
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Introduction

In many developing countries, urban public transport is characterised by the use of low-capacity vehicles (minibuses and sedan motor cars) and cut-throat competition. This has contributed to severe traffic congestion. The unprecedented congestion that is a common phenomenon in larger cities, compounded with the growth of population, has ignited fresh thinking on the role of the informal sector’s contribution in meeting the demand for public transport (Mbara, Dumba & Mukwashi 2014). Of importance is to ask how these countries are going to revive their formal public transport systems? The development of formal public transport systems is a key element in providing a sustainable urban transport structure.

Authorities in many sub-Saharan cities are endorsing large-capacity public transport systems as the appropriate solution to address public transport challenges. Nigeria was the first country to introduce the bus rapid transit (BRT) transport system in the capital city of Lagos in 2008. Tanzania opened its BRT system in Dar es Salaam in May 2016 and thus became the first East African country to operate BRT. According to the Global Labour Institute (GLI) (2019) and also mentioned by Veracht et al. (2015), the cities of Nairobi in Kenya and Kampala in Uganda intend to introduce BRT. In South Africa, BRTs have been introduced in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Tshwane and are in various implementation stages in at least four other cities.
From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that African cities have either introduced larger capacity public transport systems or intend to implement it in an endeavour to address their urban public passenger transport challenges. In the City of Johannesburg (the subject of this article), BRT was introduced on two routes in 2009 and 2013, through negotiated contracts between the City of Johannesburg (hereafter referred to as ‘the City’) and minibus taxi operators.

The City took a bold decision in partnering with the taxi industry, whose operations are regarded as informal. The choice of a negotiated contract was dictated by the operating environment, as attempts to introduce any new form of public transport that directly challenges the taxi industry were bound to create violence and expected to be resisted by minibus operators. The success of BRT was built on the incorporation of taxi operators whose vehicles were plying the proposed BRT routes. A negotiated contract was the most ideal, as an open tender would have brought other players and not necessarily taxi operators.

While many studies on BRT, such as Kulyk and Hardy (2003), Maunganidze (2011) and Oviedo et al.(2019), have focused on passenger benefits, this article mainly focuses on the benefits realised by the parties bound by the negotiated contract. The two parties to the agreement were the City and taxi operators. In addition, albeit not a party to the agreement, there were also minibus drivers who were retrained to drive BRT buses. The question that arises is how the stakeholders have benefitted from this partnership? This article examines the perceived benefits that have been acquired by the various parties following the introduction of BRT in the City.

The next section explores the literature with specific focus on methods of procuring public transport services and an overview of institutional and management structures of BRTs. The remainder of the article is arranged as follows: section ‘Methodology’ summarises the study methodology, section ‘Results’ covers the findings, section ‘Factor analysis’ explain correlations by reducing a large number of variables, section ‘Discussion’ discusses issues emanating from the article and finally section ‘Conclusion’ draws the main conclusions from the study.

**Literature review**

**Public transport procurement methods**

Increasingly, the tendering of bus services is a strategy that some countries, mainly in the developed world, have instituted to address the challenges of urban public transport (Hidson & Müller 2003). Tendering entails the procurement of bus services by an authority, either the government or local authority. According to Kavanagh (2016), the method used for the procurement of services is determined by factors such as the type of goods or services being procured, the nature and sophistication of the market for the goods or services and the will of those making the procurement decisions.

There are different forms of contracting bus services. The most common one is a competitive tendering system (Filippini, Koller & Masiero 2015). In essence, competitive tendering allows a successful tenderer the exclusive right to deliver a service in accordance with predetermined conditions. Van de Velde (2003) observed that tendering of gross cost contracts was the most common way of competitive tendering in Europe. The gross cost option requires the authority (Government or Municipal) to determine the routes to be operated and the fares charged. The fare revenue accrues to the authority, which then pays the private an agreed-upon amount per kilometre travelled (Windecker 2002). While the gross cost contract gives maximum control to the authorities, it requires close supervision to ensure that the operators are running their routes as scheduled. In addition, the operator has no incentive to attract customers and ensure optimum revenue collection (The World Bank Group & PPIAF 2006; Windecker 2002). Thus, the gross cost contract places greater demands on the authority, including initiating measures for service improvements. Armstrong-Wright (2000) pointed out that the concerns on gross cost contract compelled London Transport to shift from the gross cost model to the net cost model. The net cost model requires the authority to specify services but all the revenue accrues to the operator. This then gives the operator an incentive to collect revenue and operate the route efficiently. The net cost model also exposes the operator to demand risk and reduces the risk of open-ended subsidies.

Another method of procuring public transport services is through negotiation. According to the World Bank (2018:1), ‘negotiation is a process through which each party tries to achieve their goals in the context of the relationship with the other party’. A negotiated contract is awarded on the basis of a direct agreement with the service provider, without going through the competitive bidding process. Therefore, negotiation provides flexibility and permits the authority to realise the best value solution for a public body.

Clearly, the best value for money may not be the lowest cost. Demel et al. (2013:4) argued that negotiation provided ‘a format for realising greater value to the agency through contractor concessions’. The World Bank (2018) identified the following reasons, *inter alia*, as adding additional value to the public sector or borrower who embarks on the negotiation path: terms and requirements can be varied, and a more effective and economically advantageous bid can be reached.

Hensher and Stanley (2003) reasoned that negotiated contractual agreements based on achieving designated performance objectives hold the best prospect of delivering better value for money in terms of meeting multiple objectives. Thus, a negotiated contract provides flexibility for the authority to select a service provider, it saves both time and costs, and the service provider can be expeditiously engaged.
Notwithstanding the advantages of negotiated contracts discussed above, such contracts are also beset by shortcomings. A negotiated contract is less transparent and potentially more harmful to the principle of equal treatment and genuine competition (Batoev & Schlosser 2013). The costs may become higher as they are likely to be driven by the lack of competitive bidding. A negotiated contract provides fewer options for the client to make a choice and there could be less innovation. Such a contract also requires more time for the negotiation process to take place.

In South Africa, there are statutory provisions for contracting authorities to enter into negotiated contracts for a maximum period of 12 years. According to the National Land Transport Act (2009:54), Section 5, subparagraph 41 (b), the main objectives of negotiated contracts are to:

- integrate services forming part of integrated public transport networks in terms of their integrated transport plans
- promote the economic empowerment of small business or of persons previously disadvantaged by unfair discrimination
- facilitate the restructuring of a parastatal or municipal transport operator to discourage monopolies.

Walters and Cloete (2008:7) noted that the introduction of negotiated contracts was originally conceptualised ‘as a measure to provide a transitional arrangement for provincial and municipal-owned bus companies “to get fit” for the tendering system’. Thus, negotiated contracts were introduced as a deliberate measure to support provincial- and municipal-owned bus companies whose fleet were old and unable to meet the minimum tender requirements age specification.

Overview of institutional and management of bus rapid transit

Flores and Diaz (2019) have undertaken extensive studies on BRT governance-related issues in six Latin American cities and this section mainly draws from their findings. The authors observed that ‘project champions deliberately structure implementation to ensure that incumbent, private operators of bus services had the option of being included in the operation of the BRT systems’ as happened in Buenos Aires, Mexico City and Quito (Flores & Diaz 2019:5). The retention of incumbent companies would be achieved by crafting bid conditions that would favour incumbents. The authors also noted that private BRT operators grew overtime and inculcate professional management in the enterprise.

Hidalgo and Grafitieaux (2008:82) in Latin America and Asia ‘required changes in their regulations or in the definition of authority or created new institutions to develop the projects’. In the case of Lagos, the establishment of the Lagos Area Metropolitan Transport Authority (LAMATA) under the Lagos State Ministry of Transport was a critical step for the BRT project (Klopp, Harber & Quarshie 2019).

In Quito, Ecuador, the government of the municipality of Quito operates the BRT system, which integrates the city’s public transportation system. From 2014, revenues were managed under a common system where operators of each company are paid according to kilometres travelled and passengers transported (Flores & Diaz 2019). In Buenos Aires, the separation of institutional urban transportation roles in the field of urban transportation limits the responsibilities of the city government to road administration, while the design, management and control of the operation of the different bus services are the responsibility of national government (Flores & Diaz 2019).

Flores and Diaz (2019) observed that in Santiago, Chile, Central Government was responsible for the planning and management of the BRT system through the Metropolitan Public Transportation Board (DTPM), under the Ministry of Transportation and Telecommunications (MITT), while the management of financial resources that included administration, accounting, remuneration and custody of resources was decentralised. The DTPM has an Executive Secretariat headed by the Metropolitan Transportation Director, appointed by the President of the Republic, a Technical Secretariat in charge of the overall planning of the system and an Advisory Board made up of civil society representative that advises both Secretariats (Flores & Diaz 2019). The roles of the Board are:

- to propose the strategic guidelines that direct the implementation of the Urban Transportation Plan of the city of Santiago, and to coordinate the efforts of both public and private actors involved in the work of infrastructure provisioning, operation of the different modes, financing, and supplying of complementary services.

Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP) (n.d.) observed that in cities like Curitiba and Sao Paulo, fare collection was managed directly by the transit authority, and in other Brazilian cities, private transit operators had ceded control over fare collection to public authorities. This can be contrasted with the developed countries where fare collection is handled by the same company that operates the vehicles (Flores & Diaz 2019).

Study area

In South Africa, the City of Johannesburg (the commercial hub of the country) started to plan the BRT initiative in 2006. The main offerings of BRT, popularly known as Rea Vaya (a colloquial term meaning ‘we are going’), were to reduce traffic congestion and to provide an alternative form of public transport that is safe, reliable and affordable in the city. The project was given impetus by the successful bid to
host the 2010 FIFA Soccer World Cup, the first ever to be held on the African continent. According to Allen (2013), the following were the objectives of BRT: economic growth, poverty alleviation, sustainable development, restructuring the apartheid city and good governance.

At the planning stage, it became evident that the implementation of BRT was bound to be resisted by the minibus operators who were benefitting from the prevailing system, and hence, they had to be taken on board. As Venter (2016) pointed out, in some countries in Africa and Latin America, improving public transport entails dealing with incumbent private sector operators providing informal paratransit services. The city was compelled to enter into a negotiated contract with taxi operators. As mentioned earlier, negotiated contracts are provided for in South Africa’s legislation. Therefore, the negotiations with the taxi operators boded well with the legislative goals to increase the participation of marginalised groups to operate formal public transport.

Negotiations with the minibus operators affected by future bus operations commenced in 2006 as Phase 1A. From the taxi operators’ side, there were divergent views on BRT. There were those minibus taxi operators who opposed BRT because they were concerned that the system would take over their businesses and leave them with no income to support their families. On the other hand, there were some business-minded taxi operators who saw a business opportunity with the introduction of the BRT system in the city. Taxi operators who were in favour of BRT were intimidated, vehicles were burnt and lives were lost.

The negotiations culminated into an agreement that created a new BRT operating company known as Piotrans (Pty) Ltd for Phase 1A which started operations in August 2009. The deal resulted in the displacement of 585 minibus vehicles and enabled 313 minibus taxi owners, drawn from nine taxi associations to become stakeholders in the BRT corporate bus operations.

Phase 1B was implemented in October 2013. This phase resulted in the removal of 312 vehicles owed by 174 minibus taxi operators. In this phase, an already existing bus company, Public Utility Transport Corporation (PUTCO), which was also operating on the route, became a shareholder in a new company called Litsamaiso (Pty) Ltd. In both phases, the contract provided for penalties in the event that the company fails to meet the requirements, which include missing trips and unclean buses inter alia.

Negotiations and compensation were the mechanisms used in both phases to enable participation of the minibus taxi operators. The city would negotiate with the minibus taxi operators, and thereafter, the city would pay for their participation and for the surrendering of vehicles to make way for the BRT system. There were slight variations in the contract provisions of the two phases, and Table 1 shows the noticeable features of each phase.

Seftel (2013) cited some pains and gains of this negotiated contract. A significant gain of the negotiated contract was the trust that was crafted between parties with different interests but a common objective. The payment of a restraint of trade to shareholders by the city on a monthly basis that is not linked to the performance of the company is a serious disadvantage.

### Methodology

A mixed-methods research design was used. Quantitative data were collected from taxi operators and drivers in regard to changes that have occurred as a result of the implementation of BRT through a negotiated contract. For the quantitative interviews, the target was to interview a third of drivers as well as a third of former taxi operators who are now shareholders in the two companies. Ultimately, 90 former taxi operators (approximately 50% of former taxi operators) and 56 drivers (approximately 30% of drivers) from Phase 1B were interviewed. It is instructive to point out that BRT drivers were former taxi drivers. They were retrained to drive BRT buses.

Because of internal challenges and squabbles from the company’s side, it was not possible to administer quantitative interviews for Phase 1A and data were collected for Phase 1B only. In addition, unstructured questionnaires were used to obtain qualitative data from the city and three board members (former taxi operators) of Phase 1B. Ten city employees from the Transport Department serving in senior management positions were interviewed. These 10 employees were working in the following divisions: engineering and infrastructure, marketing, operations, planning and transformation.

A five-point Likert-type scale was used as a questioning technique. This technique was preferred as it is well suited to measure perception, attitude, values or behaviour (Wilson 2014) and can easily convert qualitative responses into quantitative values, and measures the level of agreement or disagreement (Davis 2014).

### Table 1: Summary of salient features of Phase 1A and Phase 1B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Phase 1A</th>
<th>Phase 1B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nine taxi associations</td>
<td>Ten taxi associations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of taxis removed: 585</td>
<td>Number of taxis removed: 312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi operators involved: 313</td>
<td>Taxi operators involved: 174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The board comprises 100% representatives from the taxi industry</td>
<td>Board consists of independent individuals, three from the taxi industry and 1 from PUTCO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The City paid compensation of R6600.00 per vehicle per month for 4 years as from 2009, and the operating company Piotrans continue to pay (6% increase annually)</td>
<td>An upfront amount of R870 000 paid per vehicle with a quarterly dividend paid per share by the operating company Litsamaiso (Pty) Ltd. (6% increase annually)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fee per kilometre is paid by the city</td>
<td>Fee per kilometre is paid by the city</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses were bought by the company, and the City used as a guarantor</td>
<td>Kits were brought from abroad and buses were assembled in South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully assembled buses were bought from abroad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Constructed by authors from information provided by the City of Johannesburg PUTCO, Public Utility Transport Corporation.
The assessment of benefits focused on six factors:

- **Knowledge and skills**: Whether the new formal operational arrangement has imparted knowledge and skills to drivers and former taxi operators?
- **Welfare**: Whether the welfare of drivers and former taxi operators have positively changed?
- **Service quality**: Service-related aspects and benefits thereof.
- **Environment**: Whether the introduction of BRT has contributed to a better urban environment?
- **Management**: What is the role of shareholders (former minibus taxi operators) and how well is the company being managed?
- **Economy**: Has the introduction of BRT positively contributed to the economy of the City?

Bus rapid transit drivers (former taxi drivers) were interviewed on the first three factors, while former taxi operators were required to respond to all the factors, with the exception of the economy. The economy factor was confined to the city officials. The qualitative interviews covered all six aspects. The quantitative results of drivers and former taxi operators’ interviews were cross-checked with the findings from qualitative interviews of the city personnel and the three former taxi operators on the company board.

**Results**

**Demographic characteristics of respondents and participants**

Table 2 summarises the demographic details of respondents of drivers and former taxi operators.

As shown in Table 2, the majority of drivers (89%) were male drivers. Fifty percent of drivers had no matric with 38% having a matric. In respect to former taxi operators, 84% were male taxi operators. Nearly 50% of the operators had no matric, 35% with matric, 8% with certificate, 5% diploma and 3% a degree.

Participants from the city consisted of eight men and two women. Six of them had a postgraduate qualification, two with a degree and one each with a diploma and a certificate. They had an average of 11 years work experience. The participants were drawn from the all the sections under the department of transport comprising: directorate, marketing, operations, transformations, planning, infrastructure and engineering. The questions asked were the same with those asked to former taxi operators, with the main focus being on environment and economy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2: Demographics details of respondents.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No matric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former taxi operators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Driver and former taxi operators’ benefits

**Introduction**

Driver benefits were assessed on three variables, namely knowledge and skills and welfare and quality of service. Former taxi operators were assessed on five variables, knowledge and skills, welfare, quality of service, environment and management. As earlier discussed, a five-point Likert-type scale was used as a questioning technique. After analysing the key measurement indicators of each variable, these were collapsed as shown in Figures 1 and 2, which illustrate the views of drivers and former taxi operators. The variable indicators have been analysed for factor analysis that is discussed later.

**Knowledge and skills**

The results show that drivers have positively gained (approximately 90% agreed or strongly agreed) in knowledge and skills. The knowledge and skills indicators on which drivers benefited were in regard to driving skills, improved attitude towards customers, operational knowledge and positive business perceptions. Such results can easily be corroborated. As previously stated, BRT drivers were former taxi drivers. Taxi drivers are not subject to a code of conduct and no training is provided. As one former taxi operator remarked; ‘Driving behaviour and attitude of taxi drivers leaves a lot to be desired’. (Male, former taxi operator, board member) Taxi drivers who were engaged to drive BRT buses were retrained. The training covered both practical and customer handling skills.

In respect of former taxi operators, the results depicted in Figure 2 indicate that they did not benefit much in terms of knowledge and skills acquisition. More than half of the former taxi operators disagreed or strongly disagreed in gaining knowledge and skills from the negotiated BRT project. The only indicator highlighted as beneficial pertained to training on managing formal public transport. However, the qualitative discussions conducted on three former taxi operators acknowledged the gain in knowledge.
and skills following their engagement in BRT. One of the interviewees remarked:

‘Good governance is something that I have learnt. In the past we had no rules to comply with when handling drivers. I have also learnt to look at my finances more carefully and I now appreciate what a financial statement entails.’ (Male, Entrepreneur and Board member)

The other interviewee also stated: ‘If I had to go back to operate taxis, the knowledge and skills I have gained will enable me to run the business successfully’. (Male, entrepreneur, Board Member) All the three interviewees who participated in the qualitative interviews were serving on the company board. Their positive responses may have been influenced by their involvement in the Board as they get training from time to time. The negativity was mainly expressed by former taxi operators who were shareholders but not sitting on the board. Their exclusion from being board members appears to have greatly influenced their negative perceptions.

The general consensus of participants from the City of Johannesburg was that the movement from informal to formal public transport accompanied by training and retraining had resulted in skills transfer for both the drivers and former taxi operators.

**Welfare**

Former taxi drivers indicated that they had benefitted from the change from being taxi drivers to BRT drivers (60% agreed and strongly agreed). The indicators on which welfare benefits were gained include provision of medical aid and the general conditions of service obtaining at the new company. From the statistical analysis, these two aspects had a very high mean and a low standard deviation indicative of a close positive consensus. However, less than half of the driver respondents were of the view that they were being accorded the training that could enable them to be promoted and the human resources division was not supportive of their needs. The drivers also acknowledged that they were being paid more than before, they were working for less hours and the new operating regime had provided a pleasant working environment.

From the results depicted in Figure 2, former taxi operators, who are now shareholders in the new company, acknowledge that their welfare had improved as a result of their participation in the BRT-negotiated contract. The most notable benefits were: a reasonable financial compensation that was given, training that had contributed to an understanding of financial management and a hassle-free management regime that had replaced the cumbersome taxi management.

Participants in the qualitative surveys were in agreement that the welfare of drivers had significantly improved following the move from being a taxi driver to a BRT driver. A former taxi operator remarked that ‘drivers were upskilled and unlike the long hours they used to work, they were now working for a fixed number of hours’. (Male, Board Member) An official from the City of Johannesburg pointed out that drivers were the major beneficiaries of the negotiated contract as they were now ‘earning decent salaries and accessing medical aid, which was not the case with the previous employer’. (Female, Department of Transport)

The two aspects where more than half the respondents could not positively acknowledge the welfare benefits were in regard to the improvement of income as a result of participation in BRT and the effect of the restraint agreement not to allow tax operators to compete with BRT. The two issues are related. However, the results of qualitative interviews were different. The following remarks were given by three participants in the qualitative interview:

‘I am in a better space. If anyone tells you that the restraint agreement has made taxi operators worse off, the person is telling a lie.’ (Respondent 1, male, 55 years, Entrepreneur and Board member)

‘Rea Vaya was the first meaningful black empowerment project as the other ones were catering for politicians only.’ (Respondent 2, male, Entrepreneur, Board member)
‘Overall, the welfare of former taxi operators has improved. However, it also depended on individuals. As we were not used to get lump sums, others misused the money by undertaking unnecessary trips, divorcing and marrying other wives and the alike.’ (Respondent 3, male, 50 years, Board member)

With the lump-sum payment, the common areas cited where taxi operators invested included housing, service stations and land acquisition. Such income generating ventures are evidence of wider benefits emanating from participation in the BRT project. The negativity shown by some former taxi operators in regard to non-improvement of income emanates from the fact that they were not directors sitting on the board. Ordinary board members perceive those sitting on the board as getting more money than themselves.

Quality of service
Although the service quality factor provides no direct benefits to drivers and former taxi operators, it was important to ascertain their views as the provision of reliable, affordable, safe and secure public passenger services was stated as key objectives for the city’s decision to introduce BRT through a negotiated contract. Service quality was positively viewed by both drivers and former taxi operators. As evidenced in both Figures 1 and 2, driver respondents’ were of the view that the BRT service was reliable, affordable, comfortable, safe, convenient and easily accessible by people with a disability.

The drivers’ views were shared by the former taxi operators (Figure 2). However, the issue concerning the operation of BRT with minimal competition gave diverse responses by both drivers and former taxi operators.

The service quality results augur well with the views expressed in the qualitative interviews. By and large, both the City of Johannesburg officials and the shareholders acknowledged that the quality of service was good, despite the failure to reach the expected patronage. In respect of the two flagged issues from the quantitative interviews concerning competition from other modes and speed, the qualitative interviews revealed that these two matters were related. The number of taxis that were surrendered was minimal, and therefore, BRT continues to compete with taxi services. The taxis also compete for road space and during the peak periods, and they encroach on the bus lane and in turn affecting the quality of service.

Environment
The results from Figure 2 indicate mixed views on the environmental benefits of BRT. A considerable number of respondents took a neutral position, indicative of the lack of knowledge on the effects of BRT on the environment. Clearly, environment appears to be a peripheral issue to taxi operators. Approximately 42% of respondents acknowledged that the BRT had contributed to a pleasant city environment. However, the results of the qualitative interviews revealed that the diesel Euro IV engine type which the buses use was less harmful and conducive to a cleaner urban environment. In regard to congestion and pollution, interviewees alluded to the reduction of traffic by citing the informal park and ride facilities that had developed on the BRT corridor. However, most participants from the city argued that meaningful environmental benefits can only be realised with the upscaling of BRT services to other corridors of the city. One participant from the city commented: ‘congestion has not yet been addressed but with the growth of the BRT network, the system has potential to shift car users to public transport.’ (Male, Transport Department) Some participants argued that the number of minibuses removed from the corridor was minimal to effect a reduction in congestion and pollution levels. Another participant from the city argued that the BRT stations and upgrades that had taken place around these stations have contributed to a congenial urban environment.

Management
Overall, respondents were positive in their level of participation, the appointment of board members, which is performed in a professional manner, and management of the company, which was within expectations of bus operating company agreement. The areas with high levels of negativity pertained to management issues, namely the appointment of management not being performed in a transparent manner, non-adherence to company policy by management and concern on how the company was being managed.

The three qualitative participants provided a positive consensus on management issues. The inclusion of 80% independents (people who were professionals and experienced) on the board and the impartation of management skills to former taxi operators on the board were cited as major benefits. The city was, however, of the view that the board should be completely independent. Although Phase 1A is not part of this article, concerns were raised in having former taxi operators as the majority shareholders in the board as this has fuelled infighting among board members.

The economy
Concomitant with the initial objectives of the city in introducing BRT, the 10 participants from the city who were interviewed were requested to comment on the contribution of BRT to the following areas: employment, economic growth and sustainable development and good governance. There was a general consensus that BRT had positively impacted on employment. Participants cited employment that was generated during the construction phase, engagement of drivers, station staff and security personnel. Indirect downstream employment, for example, provision of uniforms by other companies, was also cited.

On economic growth, the city officials’ views were that the BRT bus system had the potential to contribute to the growth of the economy. One participant remarked:

‘There is no detailed study that has been undertaken on the impacts of BRT to the economy in Johannesburg, but the reduction in travel time should be translated to economic growth in the long term.’ (Male, Department of Transport, City of Johannesburg)
Other participants cited the enhanced accessibility of the public transport modes, which increases opportunities for jobs. The affordability of BRT in comparison to other public transport modes was also commented as a potential contributing factor to the growth of the economy. One participant mentioned: ‘Rea Vaya is a cheaper mode of public transport and our assumption is that citizens are left with more disposable income which they can spend’.

As already alluded to in this article, the restructuring of the city post-apartheid was one of the priorities of the government and the city officials. Participants repeatedly referred to the transformation of the taxi industry, which empowered the previously marginalised taxi operators as a contributory factor to good governance. In addition, linking Soweto, a high-density area to the central business district (CBD) of Johannesburg, was considered to be a milestone.

**Factor analysis**

Indicators relating to the variable benefits of the BRT stakeholders (drivers and former taxi operators) were factors analysed using principal components analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation. In this study, factor analysis was performed as a construct validity technique. The suitability of data for factor analysis was assessed using the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity. The KMO analysis is undertaken to ascertain whether the sample size is adequate for factor analysis and should be at least 0.6 or above (Tabachnick & Fidell 2013). The Bartlett test of sphericity checks whether there are adequate number of correlations between variables for factor analysis. Bartlett’s test of sphericity should be significant ($p < 0.05$) for factor analysis to be considered appropriate.

**Drivers**

The PCA computed for drivers resulted in the following: The KMO value of 0.766 exceeding the recommended value of 0.6 and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity reached statistical significance ($p < 0.05$), supporting the factorability of the data. Table 3 shows the results of factor analysis for drivers.

**Interpretation of driver factor analysis results**

The PCA analysis revealed the presence of three factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 explaining 69.65% of the total variance. Table 3 shows the three factors together with indicators that have been loaded on each factor. Indicators that failed to meet the criteria were discarded.

The indicators that load significantly to factor 1 (*service excellence*) are convenience, safety, affordability, reliability, ease of access, comfort and speed. In other words, for drivers, service excellence is explained by these seven indicators.

For factor 2, *welfare* can be explained by the following indicators: reduction in working hours, increased remuneration and improved conditions of service, congenial working environment and provision of medical aid.

The indicators embodied in Factor 3 (*Knowledge and Skills*) are increased employment options (brought by better training), improved operational knowledge, positive perception (formal compared to informal) and improved driving skills.

**Former taxi operators**

The PCA computed for former taxi operators resulted in the following: The KMO value of 0.766 exceeding the recommended value of 0.6 and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity reached statistical significance ($p < 0.05$), supporting the factorability of the data.

**Interpretation of former taxi operators’ factor analysis results**

The PCA analysis showed five factors with eigenvalues greater than one explaining 71.08% of the total variance. Table 4 shows the five factors together with indicators that have been loaded on each factor. The indicators demonstrate the benefits that explain each factor. The management factor is associated with transparency, adequate participation, capacitated management and professional appointment of the board. Indicators that explain service excellence are reliability and efficiency of the public transport system, ease access, improved speed, convenience and increased number of passengers. The third factor (environment) is associated with less pollution, pleasant environment, compliant of
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W, welfare; KS, knowledge and skills.
vehicle to carbon emission standards and reduced congestion. Transfer of know-how, improved operational skills and a general positive business perception are indicators that explain the gain in knowledge and skills (factor 4). Finally, the welfare indicator is explained by a reasonable lump-sum compensation, reasonable fee per kilometre and benefits accorded to employees.

**Discussion**

Before drawing conclusions from this study, it is important to comment on some issues raised pertaining the background of this study. The discussion is therefore based on these pertinent issues that the authors consider important for the study.

The study was prompted by the reluctance of taxi operators to participate in the BRT transport initiative, arguing that their participation would make them worse off. Evidence from the study has shown that both the former taxi operators and drivers have greatly benefitted. These results are important in informing taxi operators on other routes that are earmarked for BRT. Furthermore, anticipated resistance will hopefully not be protracted as was the case in Phases 1A and 1B.

While the former taxi operators and drivers have benefitted from the negotiated contract that introduced BRT, it appears to have been at the expense of the city. The city facilitated the negotiations and was responsible for paying the lump-sum compensation. The city is also paying quarterly dividends and the fee per kilometre. The patronage that was forecasted has not been reached. Therefore, it is doubtful whether the revenue collected by the city is sufficient to cover these payments. In the qualitative interviews, concerns were raised by most city personnel on the compensation model that was viewed as a disadvantage for the city. One participant remarked, ‘The compensation model needs to be reconfigured as its benefits were one-sided’.

A question that must be raised is why the city negotiated with taxi operators who had no experience of operating formal public transport, as opposed to affording other organisations or companies an opportunity to provide the service. The answer to this question is that the negotiated contract was a ‘fait accompli’ that emanated from political motivations. First, the policy allowed the awarding of a contract to those operators operating on the routes. Second, the empowerment factor compelled the city to negotiate with the taxi operators who fell under the marginalised category. Third, engaging any other service providers would have created a chaotic situation and most probably would have been vehemently resisted by taxi operators through violent means.

Taxi operators were enticed to venture into an unfamiliar business environment that was completely alien from the way they were used to conduct business. They were used to a *modus operandi* that allowed them to handle cash on a daily basis. The new operating system was different because revenue would only be realised after a period of time. For this reason, among others, negotiations were protracted and not easy.

There were some shortcomings on the nature and provisions of the contract. The contract provided for penalties in the event that the company fails to meet the
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M, management; SE, service excellence; E, environment; KS, knowledge and skills; W, welfare.
requirements, which include missing trips and unclean buses *inter alia*, but in practice, this had hardly been implemented. A major weakness was the failure to provide productivity incentives, such as incentivising operators on the number of passengers carried, which would have helped to increase ridership.

The BRT project was introduced at the right time. Apart from the FIFA Soccer World Cup that the country was preparing to host, there was also a political angle that favoured its introduction. The BRT system was seen as a way of integrating the historically disadvantaged township of Soweto into the greater municipality of Johannesburg with a formal public transport system.

The BRT-negotiated contract has a life period of 12 years. The future of the contracts after the 12 years is not clear. Phase 1A contract has 2 years to go, while phase 1B contract is expiring in 2025. The city may not be in a position to continue paying the fee per kilometre. The options will be to renew the contract, or to open bus operations to other service providers. Therefore, the future sustainability of services needs to be carefully considered.

**Conclusion**

The negotiated contract that ushered in the BRT in Johannesburg took more than 3 years to be finalised. The experience has demonstrated that dealing with informal taxi operators is a complex issue. Equally, the taxi operators cannot be side-lined because any move to introduce a competing mode on routes they operate will be resisted.

Loss of revenue was the main reason that taxi operators were not keen to participate in the BRT project. Notwithstanding their reservations, it turned out that their participation was beneficial. Both former minibus taxi operators and drivers had gained knowledge and skills in the new formal public transport system. The training that was accorded to both drivers and former operators has greatly assisted in changing the mind-set. Drivers were the main beneficiaries whose welfare greatly improved from a mere wage, principally based on commission, to a monthly salary coupled with other benefits. Overall, there was an improvement on former taxi operators’ welfare as some were able to make meaningful investments to generate more income. However, these benefits are at the expense of the city and future sustainability may be questionable.

Bus rapid transit was providing a quality service as adjudged by stakeholders. With greater enforcement not to allow the general traffic to use bus lanes, upscaling BRT to other corridors and a meaningful reduction of taxis, BRT has the potential to improve the urban environment. The BRT had positively impacted on employment and good governance through the empowerment of previously marginalised taxi operators.

The non-participation of Phase 1A shareholders and drivers has been a major limitation to this study. Ideally, a comparison of the two phases (Phase 1A and 1B) would have provided added value to this study because the two models were crafted differently. This is an area that future research needs to consider investigating. Secondly, the study focused solely on the benefits to the key stakeholders of the negotiated contract without addressing the costs that have contributed to those benefits. Future research needs to undertake a comprehensive study that addresses both costs and benefits in to determine whether these benefits are not at the expense of excessive costs.
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